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Blood-Curdling Box of Books
Readers can discover all the foul facts about the Cutthroat Celts, including why weird Celt warriors fought
with no clothes on, how to preserve your enemy's
brain and why the Celts laughed at funerals.
Refreshed with a fantastic new design for 2016, these
bestselling titles are sure to be a huge hit with yet
another generation of Terry Deary fans.

Vicious Circles and Other Savage Shapes
Leeks. Saints. Daffodils. Choirs. Harps. At first glance,
the history of Wales might seem pretty tame. But in
this Horrible History, you'll get the real lowdown - with
savage druids, deadly dragons and heaps of nasty
bits! This is the history of Wales as you've never
heard it before: a terrible tale of Norman invaders,
Viking sea-raiders, cruel Celts, miserable miners and
battling bards. Find out why druids split humans in
half, how the Normans outwitted the Welsh with a
lump of ham - and how an angry army of Welsh mums
fought off the French once and for all! It's all horribly
exciting!

Horrible Histories: Ruthless Romans
Terry Deary and Martin Brown take you on a guided
tour through the history of the world using their
favourite bits of 20 years of Horrible Histories books.
Featuring Terry's favourite stories, facts and tales and
Martin's hilarious cartoons, they promise to leave the
gory bits in (and the borng bits out)!
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Cut-throat Celts
History with the nasty bits left in!The Savage Stone
Age Sticker Book is crammed full of putrid
picturepuzzles and wicked word games to bring all
those horrible huntersand nasty Neanderthals to
life.Want to:make a Stone Age mummy?create your
very own cave painting?stampede a mighty
mammoth over and over again?Get stuck in to Terry
Deary's foul facts and Martin Brown's craftycartoons with over 100 re-usable stickers, you're sure to
findthe Savage Stone Age forever a-peeling!History
has never been so horrible!

Horrible Histories: Measly Middle Ages
(New Edition)
Sail back to a vicious time with fearsome seafaring
Viking warriors with big boats, big shields and
enormous ginger beards. Readers can discover all the
foul facts about the Vicious Vikings, including Viking
gods in wedding dresses, corpses on trial and Death
by booby-trapped statues. With a bold, accessible
new look, these bestselling titles are sure to be a
huge hit with yet another generation of Terry Deary
fans. Revised by the author and illustrated throughout
to make Horrible Histories more accessible to young
readers.

Horrible Histories: Terrible Tudors
Discover all the foul facts about the Smashing Saxons,
including who got cow pats as Christmas presents,
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why wearing a pig on your head is lucky and how to
make a dead Saxon happy. With a bold, accessible
new look and revised by the author, these bestselling
titles are sure to be a huge hit with yet another
generation of Terry Deary fans.

Horrible Histories: Terrifying Tudors
Go back into the really rotten times of the Romans,
where there were beastly battles, deadly doctors and
marvellous myths. Discover what Roman soldiers
wore under their kilts, how ancient Britons got their
hair nice and how Romans told the future with dead
chickens. With a bold, accessible new look, these
bestselling titles are sure to be a huge hit with yet
another generation of Terry Deary fans. Revised by
the author to make Horrible Histories more accessible
to young readers.

Horrible Histories Special: Cruel Kings
and Mean Queens
Readers can delve into the awesome world of
archaeology to discover sinister tombs, sunken
wrecks and hidden caves. This dead interesting guide
has bucketfuls of archaeological facts and hilarious
cartoons!

Horrible Histories: Vicious Vikings (New
Edition)
An illustrated, humorous introduction to world history
with a emphasis on violence and villains.
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Horrible Histories: Angry Aztecs
Readers can discover all the facts about the SAVAGE
STONE AGE such as what they used instead of toilet
paper, why a hole in the skull is good for headaches
and how to make a Stone Age mummy. With a bold
new look, these bestselling titles are sure to be a
huge hit with yet another generation of Terry Deary
fans. Revised by the author and illustrated throughout
to make HORRIBLE HISTORIES more accessible to
young readers.

Horrible Histories: Top 50 Kings and
Queens
Is maths making you miserable? Are you perplexed by
polygons and addled by angles? Do you sometimes
wonder where to stick your compasses? Then maybe
this book can help.

Stone Age Tales: The Great Storm
Readers can discover all the foul facts about DARK
KNIGHTS AND DINGY CASTLES, including why one
nutty knight chopped off his own finger, the revolting
truth about a gong-farmer's job and what went on in
gruesome castle garderobes.

Horrible Histories Special: Rotten Rulers
It's time to explore the horrible history of the world!
From the Savage Stone Age to the Terrifying 20th
Century, take a wild ride through over 4 million years
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of horrible history. With an incredible fold-out timeline
that stretches over three metres and over 300
stickers! It's the longest and most horrible sticker
book in the world! Part of a new series of HORRIBLE
HISTORIES sticker activity books, crammed with foul
facts and savage stickers.

Gruesome Great Houses
They're not called the Awesome Egyptians for
nothing! The foul pharaohs and their suffering slaves
got up to all sorts of terrible tricks. Read this book to *
Meet some fabulous pharaohs and their mummies *
Make revolting recipes for 3000 year old sweets *
Discover which king had the most blackheads * Find
out why some pharaohs wore false beards * Learn to
become an Ancient Egyptian in 10 not-so-easy steps!
If you like your history horrible, the Awesome
Egyptians and their moaning mummies have it all
wrapped up! Aaaarrrrgh!

Horrible Histories: Savage Stone Age
Do your grandparents moan on about what life was
like in the war? Want to know if they're telling the
terrible truth? Read on to explore the horrible
hardships the Blitzed Brits suffered while bombs
dropped out of the sky! Find out what really happened
in Dad's Army! See how to make a rude noise with a
gas mask! Learn why the Brits ate chicken-fruit,
sinkers and nutty! Faint at the thought of spending
seven years without TV! Plus there's heaps of spiffing
slang, foul food facts about rotten rationing, awful
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evacuation tales, and the terrible truth about
London's bloodthirsty blackout murders! So there's
plenty of gore - and much more.

Stone Age Boy
Discover all the foul facts about the USA - all the gore
and more! It's HISTORY with the NASTY bits left in!
Want to know: Why the pilgrims ate poo? How a tea
party started the Revolution? Why cowboys declared
war on sheep? With a bold, accessible new look and a
heap of extra-horrible bits, these bestselling titlesare
sure to be a hugehit with yet another generation
ofTerry Deary fans.

Horrible Histories Special: Dark Knights
and Dingy Castles
The Big Fat Christmas Book is full of festive things
that go bump in the night - the perfect read on a cold
winter's night when you're waiting for Santa to bring a
sleigh full of goodies. Christmas will never be the
same again.

Dreadful Diary
Ruthless Romans reveals the grim goings-on of the
greatest empire ever, from the terrible twins who
founded Rome to the evil emperors who made murder
into a sport. Read on for gory details about the cruel
Colosseum and the people and animals who were
massacred there and find out how, if you upset them
enough, the ruthless Romans would CRUCIFY you.
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Eeek!

Horrible Histories: Smashing Saxons
(New Edition)
All the foul favourites from the Horrible Histories
series presented in a blood-curdling box with flip-top
lid. Contains twenty books and includes the Rotten
Romans, Terrible Tudors and Awesome Egyptians.

Horrible Histories: The Blitzed Brits
The Terrible Tudors weren’t just terrible. They were a
heck of a horrible bunch! What with Henry VIII and his
unlucky wives, and beastly Queen Bess and her
slaughtered suitors, even the Tudor kings and queens
were royally rotten! So find out Why Henry VIII
thought he'd married a horse; Which terrible torture
methods the twisted Tudors used; Which shocking
swear words they simply loved to say; How an awful
Tudor axeman kept botching the job; What foul food
the Tudors ate Plus there are bloody beheadings, a
mysterious murder, lots of curious quizzes and some
gruesome games. History just doesn’t get more
horrible.

Horrible Histories: Horribly Hilarious Joke
Book
I bet you've never even heard of the Stuarts. They
don't sound very terrible, do they? But did you know
some slimy Stuarts ate toads, snails and fleas?
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Walking with Cavemen
Readers can discover all the foul facts about the
Barmy British Empire, including how a war started
when a Brit was sitting on a stool and why a British
soldier used his own coffin as a wardrobe. With a
bold, accessible new look, these bestselling titles are
sure to be a huge hit with yet another generation of
Terry Deary fans.

Horrible Histories Big Fat Christmas
Book
Top 50 Kings and Queens is packed full of foul facts
and loathsome lists all about our ruthless rulers. Filled
with new material, this pocket-sized guide to rotten
royalty has all the trademark Horrible Histories
humour. With full-colour layouts and new illustrations
from Martin Brown, it's perfect for fans of the series
and new readers alike.

Horrible Histories: Groovy Greeks (New
Edition)
From the best-selling author of Horrible Histories
Skara Brae, Orkney, Scotland, 5000 years ago On the
cold and windy island of Skara Brae, Tuc and his sister
Storm try to catch birds in their fishing net. They eat
fish day in, day out, and they're sick of it. But when a
thief steals half their tribe's winter food stores, being
bored of their dinner is the least of their problems.
What if they starve? And even worse, what if it's true
that their father's the thief? A brand new and exciting
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tale, based on real historical and archaeological
evidence, this story is full of Terry Deary's imaginative
style and dry wit. Book band: Grey

Incredible Incas
Discover all the foul facts about fifty gruesome great
houses in this brand new Horrible Histories book.
From Holyroodhouse in Edinburgh to Buckingham
Palace in London, HORRIBLE HISTORIES: GRUESOME
GREAT HOUSES covers the history of Britain and
Ireland from the time of the savage Stone Age right
up until the present day. Full of dark mysteries,
gruesome ghost stories and terrible tales of betrayal
and revenge, it's a seriously horrible read with all the
gore and more.

Awesome Archaeology
Readers can discover all the foul facts about the
GROOVY GREEKS, including why girls ran about naked
pretending to be bears, who had the world's first
flushing toilet and why dedicated doctors tasted their
patients' ear wax! With a bold new look, these
bestselling titles are sure to be a huge hit with yet
another generation of Terry Deary fans.

Horrible History of the World
Uses the live-action photography and computergenerated images from the Discovery Channel series
of the same name, along with the latest
archaeological discoveries, to provide a history of
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human evolution on Earth.

The Beastly Best Bits
Do you like your history horrifying? Then the
Terrifying Tudors will tantalise you! Shudder at the
mad Tudor monarchs and their suffering subjects,
who were always losing their heads. Discover what
Tudors did in the good times and the gory times, from
their great goose fairs and foul festivals to the terrible
tricks of their ruthless royal family.

Horrible Histories: Slimy Stuarts (New
Edition)
Discover all the foul facts about the Angry Aztecs,
including why the Aztecs liked to eat scum, when the
world is going to end and their horrible habit of
drinking live toads in wine. With a bold, accessible
new look and revised by the author, these bestselling
titles are sure to be a huge hit with yet another
generation of Terry Deary fans.

Horrible Histories: Gorgeous Georgians
The Horrible History of the Worldpresents the foul but
fascinating story of humans from brain-nibbling
Neanderthals to terrified teenage soldiers in the
twentieth century. You can discover why Alexander
the Great banned beards, what smelly sport was
played by samurai warriors and who tried to bump off
her enemies with a cake made with poisoned bathwater. It's all you ever need to know about the wicked
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world - all the gore and more!

Horrible Histories: Woeful Second World
War
Learn all about the incredible Incas, with all the nasty
bits left in. Find out the horrible truth, like how a
bucket of stewed pee could make you beautiful, why
servants ate the emperor's hair and what happened in
their legendary golden temples. Includes a grisly quiz
to test your knowledge. These bestselling titles are
sure to be a huge hit with yet another generation of
Terry Deary fans.

Horrible Histories: The Awesome
Egyptians
When a modern young boy is transported back in time
to a Stone Age village, he learns all about a new way
of life, in this entertaining combination of imagination
and prehistoric facts.

Horrible Histories Special: Wales
This is a Horrible Book of Foul Facts serves up all the
dreadful details of horrible history you'll ever need to
know - from rotten Roman graffiti to terrible teacher
tortures and rude royal nicknames, the foul facts are
all inside. Want to know: the crushing details about
execution by elephant? How to soften your skin
Georgian-style, using the skins of puppies? Whose
idea of a top treat was mashed deer tongues?
Whether you're desperate to discover which famous
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rulers were left-handed, raring to read about the top
ten dogs of all time, or just aching to ask about
assassinating apes, then this book is for you. History
has never been so horrible!

Horrible Histories: Barmy British Empire
Horribly Hilarious Joke Book is full of hundreds of
horribly hilarious historical jokes and illustrations in
one laugh-out-loud book. A must-have book for any
Horrible Histories fan, you'll literally laugh your head
off at this comical collection of nasty bits.

Horrible Histories: Rotten Romans
Learn all about the Gorgeous Georgians, like their
sneaky schemes for hiding personal hygiene problems
and the schoolchildren who went to war with their
teachers! With a bold, accessible new look and
revised by the author, these bestselling titles are sure
to be a huge hit with yet another generation of Terry
Deary fans.

Savage Stone Age Sticker Book
Readers can discover all the foul facts about the
MEASLY MIDDLE AGES, including why chickens had
their bottoms shaved, a genuine jester's joke and
what ten-year-old treacle was used for. With a bold,
accessible new look, these bestselling titles are sure
to be a huge hit with yet another generation of Terry
Deary fans.
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Horrible Histories
Terrible Timeline Sticker Activity Book
The history book which shows you monarchs as they
really were - mad, menacing and murderous! Find out
which king died after falling off the toilet, why people
thought King John was a werewolf, and why Queen
Anne's feet were covered in garlic. Packed with
treacherous treason, evil executions and savage
struggles for the throne, this is royal history with the
nasty bits left in!

The Wicked History of the World
Readers can discover all the foul facts about the
WOEFUL SECOND WORLD WAR, including why the
blitzed Brits ate chicken-fruit, sinkers and nutty, what
really happened in Dad's Army and how to make a
rude noise with a gas mask. With a bold new look,
these bestselling titles are sure to be a huge hit with
yet another generation of Terry Deary fans.

Horrible Histories Special: The USA
Readers can discover all the foul facts about ROTTEN
RULERS, including who gave the job of high priest to a
donkey, who choked to death while eating a crow and
who celebrated victory by eating his enemy's head.
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